Abstract. Previous studies on new political parties have assumed that they either represent new or ignored cleavages or issues, or emerge in order to cleanse an ideology deficiently represented by an existing party. Four highly successful parties analysed in this article manifestly fail to comply with these assumptions. The article proposes a parsimonious two-dimensional typology of new parties refining the one suggested by Lucardie (2000), incorporating a new type of parties based on the project of newness. We show that the four parties analysed fall into the latter category as they fought on the ideological territory of existing parties yet did not attempt to purify an ideology. It is argued that newness has been an appealing project for new and rejuvenating parties everywhere and the experiences from new democracies should be taken seriously also by those working on established democracies.
Most studies on new parties in Western Europe have had the social cleavage based model of party system development (Lipset & Rokkan 1967) as an implicit or explicit cornerstone. It has been commonly assumed or concluded that the demand for new parties is related to social heterogeneity, social or value change in a country, or the rise of new issues inadequately represented by established parties (see Harmel & Robertson 1985 , Hauss & Rayside 1978 , Müller-Rommel 2002 , Kitschelt 1988 , Hug 1996 ). Ferdinand Müller-Rommel's review of Hug (2001) underscores the point: 'we know that new parties emerge primarily because old parties have failed to absorb new issues into their agendas and programmes ' (2002: 741) . The idea that new parties appear when existing parties become too distant from substantial segments of voters in terms of policy also underlies spatial approaches to political competition (Laver 2005: 280) . Other studies on new political parties either have not explicitly assessed the question of issues or cleavages (Tavits 2006 , Willey 1998 or have noted the more general disappointment with incumbents as a factor behind new party emergence (Tavits 2007 , Krouwel & Bosch 2004 . In one of the major volumes on new political parties, Simon Hug (2001) takes their emergence to be a sign that the old parties have failed to incorporate new issues or assimilate new cleavages. He even argues that new parties would never appear if the old parties were fully knowledgeable of the popularity of the newcomer or aware of the new issues, as it would always be rational to incorporate the issues the new parties stand for (ibid: 50). Tavits (2008) , Lucardie (2000) , Krouwel & Lucardie (2008) and Rochon (1985) are among the few authors who have explicitly considered the possibility that new parties may actually not be based on a new issue, but may enter the party political landscape on the territory occupied by established parties. Tavits (2008) assesses the influence of new party entry on the electoral fate of programmatically close established parties. Lucardie and Rochon suggest that challenger or purifier parties arise to 'cleanse' an ideology (Lucardie 2000) or compete with established parties for an already mobilized part of electorate (Rochon 1985 ). Lucardie's (2000) typology includes two other types of new political parties. The prophets advocate a new ideology and hence best fit with the traditional conceptions about new parties. Prolocutors are not linked to ideologies but aim to represent a particular issue or an interest in a society. The typology can be represented along two dimensions (see Table 4 ). First, one has to consider whether a new party has a strong ideological motivation or not. Some may be rooted in a fairly cohesive and comprehensive set of policies that they wish to pursue when in government; such parties fall into the categories of the purifiers and the prophets. They differ from each other essentially based on whether the ideology that motivates them is already but poorly represented by established parties (purifiers) or it is new (prophets). Other parties put forward more limited or less cohesive sets of policy proposals. The prolocutors essentially address a single issue or interest that is of some interest in a given society disregarded by established actors. However, one quarter of the schema remains empty -could any real world new parties have been subscribing to an ideology represented by established political actors yet not have it as their main motivator and the bone of contention with old parties?
[ Table 1 about here] In this article, we propose a refinement and an extension to Lucardie's original schema presented in Table 1 . We pin down a number of highly relevant new parties with a broad set of policies similar to established parties yet without ideological motivation. Such parties based on the project of newness do not attempt to salvage an ideology -as the purifiers do -yet differ from prolocutors in that they wilfully fight on an already occupied ideological territory. In other words, the parties based on the project of newness can be conceived of as 'purifiers-light' -as they wish to change just the manners of doing politics rather than the contents -or 'prolocutors-strong' as they have a fuller set of policies and confidently step on the territory of established parties. Clearly, the most famous of such parties was Forza Italia -the party put together by Silvio Berlusconi in 1994 against the backdrop of a seriously weakened Italian centre-right. Parties based on the project of newness have been particularly numerous and successful in the new democracies of Central and Eastern Europe. Yet, the project has had much wider appeal and we would speculate that the formula will continue to be used successfully by upcoming and even established parties in the midst of deideologized political competition of contemporary democracies.
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[ Table 2 about here] While our core argument has substantial global relevance, we focus on four examples of particularly successful parties based on the project of newness from the Baltic states. We begin with a short overview of these parties. The second section analyses the policy positions of the parties using the data from two shows that they failed to stand out amongst other major parties. The same conclusion appears from an analysis European Election Study data on the most important problems mentioned by the supporters of the parties. Both qualitative and quantitative evaluation of party positions leads us to conclude that at least three of the parties did not stand for much more than 'newness'. They advocated purification of their countries' politics -for instance, from corruption -while remaining in the ideological mainstream and keeping a safe distance from antisystem messages. The article concludes with a theoretical discussion on the general feasibility of newness as a project for new political parties anywhere.
While three of the parties analysed here come close to being benchmark parties of newness, many others identified in the conclusion approximate the model. Therefore, the results of this study are relevant for understanding party politics and political competition everywhere even if the geographical scope of this study happens to be rather narrow.
Four Highly Successful Parties Based on the Project of Newness
The beginning of the third millennium saw in the three Baltic countries the triumphant rise of several genuinely new parties -meaning parties with negligible links to established politicians (Sikk 2005) . Even though the party system had been stable in none of them, there had been important differences in the patterns of instability -particularly in Latvia, new parties had been more common than in Estonia and Lithuania. In 1998, the New Union (Social Liberals) was established The four parties mentioned above were different in many respects. In contrast to its southern counterparts, the Estonian Res Publica never revolved around a single leader. Rather, the party was often impaired by difficulties in finding leaders who were simultaneously able and popular. In contrast to the lavish electoral campaigns of the other three, that of the New Era stood out as rather frugal.
Perhaps as a consequence, uniquely among the four, the party managed to retain much of its popularity beyond the next elections. On the other hand, the original thriftiness is surprising as the New Era's membership was around ten times smaller than that of the others (Sikk 2004 In the face of these differences, the parties shared a striking similarity of emphasising newness in their maiden elections. In the case of New Era, 'new' is included in the name. One of the main slogans of Res Publica's electoral campaign was the somewhat enigmatic 'new politics'. The New Union (Social Liberals) was part of the 'New Politics Block' endorsed by the president Valdas Adamkus. As we will see below, the project of newness was essentially the only factor to distinguish these three parties from some of the major political parties in their respective countries. While the Lithuanian Labour Party also voiced calls for getting rid of the ruling clique and rooting up corruption, it went beyond the notion of newness in emphasising its broadly populist electoral pledges. Tables   3 and 4 -based on open-ended questions in public opinion surveys -is that the most important problems facing the country mentioned by Res Publica voters in Estonia and New Era voters in Latvia were not very different from the ones mentioned by other respondents. Res Publica's voters attributed somewhat higher salience to wage levels while the concern for employment and pensions was somewhat lower than among the rest. That may underline the party's programmatic leaning towards market liberalism (i.e. close to the Reform Party) or simply related to the fact that the share of people in full time employment among its voters was above the average. The pattern in Latvia is fairly similarcompared to average, New Era's voters stressed wages more and social problems (unemployment, pensions, poverty) less frequently. Even though there are slight discrepancies from the overall pattern of problems mentioned, the opinion surveys very clearly suggest that the parties did not stand for new social issues. In both cases, there is some indication that the style of politics was the real distinctive factor. Res Publica's voters mentioned the conflicts in party politics marginally more frequently than supporters of other parties, while New Era's supporters mentioned the government in general as a problem more often.
[ Table 3 about here]
[ Table 4 about here] The Lithuanian Labour Party seems to be more distinct from their competitors (Table 5 ). The overall impression from the data is that its voters were remarkably materialist in their orientations: the frequency of mentioning higher wages, fighting unemployment and lower prices is most striking, while questions of economic efficiency, corruption, crime and health care caused less concern than among the total population. The fact that the salience attributed to the above issues was coupled with above average yearning for lower taxes match the overpromising tendencies of the party.
[ Table 5 However, the issue never was particularly important for the party. The New Era had the marginal positions regarding media freedom and decentralization -very clearly on both accounts. Especially the position on media freedom is indicative of its resolute stance on fighting corruption. However, it is difficult to tie that dimension down to cleavages or social issues. The New Union failed to differentiate clearly from other major Lithuanian parties on any issues; it was constantly very close to the Social Democratic party.
[Figures 1 to 3 about here]
Based on factor analysis of party positions on all 16 different issues covered in the expert survey, 3 principal components of policy positions were derived. The factors combined different issues in the three countries. In Estonia, the primary Euroliberal dimension is complemented by a national-conservative one. In Latvia, liberalism is coupled with nationalism on the first dimension, complemented by urban-rural divide on the second. In Lithuania, the primary dimension combines national and religious issues, while the second connects Europhile attitudes with the promotion of urban interests.
On these compound factors, the new parties still fail to differentiate clearly (see Figure 4 to Figure 6 ). Only the Latvian New Era seems to be marginal on both factors, but it is quite close to People's Party (TP in Figure 5 ). As they fail to differentiate on any issue that could be connected to social divides (see Figure 1 to Figure 3 ) we can reject a hypothesis of social divides or cleavages giving rise to these new parties. The fact that such parties emerged in all three countries and became key players in their respective political systems strongly cautions against an assumption that it is primarily social cleavages that give rise to significant new parties.
[ Figure 4 to Figure 6 about here]
Qualitative Evaluation
For all the four parties the defining feature was newness with a degree of anti- Both quantitative and qualitative assessment of the highly successful new parties point in the same direction -the parties were not advocating any new ideologies but rather challenging the old parties on their territory. Thus, they emerged as challengers or purifiers, with the crucial distinction that they did not attempt to cleanse any ideologies but rather improve the style of politics.
Discussion: Newness as a Project
Newness as a project has some very advantageous properties for political parties.
It promotes the cause of change, but in an indistinct direction, thus having the potential to appeal to broad groups of the more or less discontented. As it may be fairly vague on specific policy commitments, the information costs of transferring the key message to the voters are much lower than with ideological or even issue based projects. It may require great effort to explain why particular policies are beneficial for individuals or a country; change 'for the better' is good by definition.
When combined with being ideologically in the mainstream, the project of newness entails low risks of scaring off potential supporters who might be afraid of too drastic changes in policy directions. This is particularly relevant given the socio-economic context at the time when the parties discussed emerged. The One may argue that countries in Central and Eastern Europe constitute a special case due to their communist legacies. However, party competition in Italy -a long-standing democracy with a party system dominated by relatively new parties -suggests striking similarities to that in the Central and Eastern Europe. Forza Italia, established in 1994 was in many respects very similar to the new Baltic parties analysed here. The party ran on an anti-corruption ticket, under a dominant leader, was programmatically flexible and -most importantly -stressed its newness (Hopkin & Paolucci 1999 , Farrell 1995 . Therefore, perhaps one should think of Western Europe as a 'special case' due to the strong impact the legacy of long democratic traditions has on politics and party system stability there?
Especially given the political scientists' objective to devise general theories to explain democratic politics anywhere -including future democracies -one has to take the experiences of young democracies seriously in theory building. It has been argued that new democracies might be the ones setting the future standards of party development (see van Biezen 2005: 169) . Relaxing the assumptions in models of new party emergence by allowing for projects that are not ideologically novel -even in a sense of purification -would not ignore the realities of longstanding democracies, but would enable us to understand both them and the newer democracies better.
At the very least, this paper strongly demonstrates the need to look beyond social 
Conclusion
What do the parties analysed in this article teach us about new party theory? The most important lesson is that new parties are not necessarily a product of social or value change and cannot at times be tied down to cleavages. Newness in itself can be a viable project for a political party.
Models of new party emergence based on social or value change cannot explain the four cases. However good a predictive model at disposal, one cannot detect the demand for these parties by looking at value change or social heterogeneitythat would misconstrue their reason of being. The 'issue' these new parties primarily stood for -newness -is by definition impossible to incorporate by old parties. The fact that several of such parties became highly successful in the three countries stresses the need to take a critical look at new party theory -in particular if we aim at one covering all democratic multi-party systems. For that, considering the possibility that new parties may be of a challenger or purifier type provides a better starting point. However, new parties fighting in an already occupied ideological territory may sometimes not be concerned with purifying the ideology. They might not differ much from old parties regarding their policy positions. Inhabiting the same political niche can also occur when the new parties simply try to convince the voters that they are better than the old ones in some other respects -for instance capability or integrity of their leaders.
While What we do call for is a pluralist approach -while cleavages and politicization of issues go a long way in explaining political competition they are not able to explain all major developments. We agree that old parties can incorporate new issues -and if they seriously underestimate new demands, new parties may take over (Hug 1996 (Hug , 2001 . However, it is important to stress that embracing new issues can be difficult -because of legacies, party images, leaders' and voters' preferences etc. In case the incumbents themselves are the issue, its incorporation becomes virtually impossible. Ridiculing the new party's arguments remains the only option for existing parties -a poor one if the perceived levels of corruption and administrative inefficiency are high and the incumbents have used up their credit of trust.
Appendix: Factors of Issue Positions in Expert Surveys
Data from Benoit & Laver (2006) , analysed by author. Author's analysis of data from Benoit & Laver (2006) . For rotated component matrices see Appendix.
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